Hosting: Data Analytics Platforms
The Orasi Hosting Difference
Due to their extreme requirements for processing power
and speed, paired with the liklihood that data will be
sensitive or prioprietary, data analytics platforms must be
hosted in hyper-secure, scalable environments that are up
to the task.
Organizational decision makers, eager to reap benefit from
these solutions, may underestimate the importance of the
hosting function. They may mistakenly assume in-house
servers can handle the load or partner with hosting services
that are not familiar with the platforms they are running.
Globally recognized for helping enterprises achieve quality
assurance in software engineering, Orasi Software has finetuned its results-focused quality programs to address the
unique needs of data analytics.
Data analytics platforms such as Tableau and Alteryx offer
powerful functionality to help organizations structure,
analyze, and visualize their data for intelligence-based
decision making. Yet, adopting and managing them can
be challenging for firms that have historically used
spreadsheets for data visualization. To ensure its clients
gain decisive benefit from data analytics, Orasi offers a
broad spectrum of services for data analytics, starting with
a secure foundation—compliant, high-performance cloud
hosting for Tableau Server and Alteryx Server.

With Orasi handling the hosting functions, decision makers
can avoid these missteps. They are freed to focus on the
considerable effort required to embed an analytics practice
within the corporate culture—and to integrate its use across
the many business functions that can benefit from it.

Included with Orasi Hosting Services

Why Orasi Cloud Hosting?
1. Operate with confidence, knowing that the hosting
environment is being fully managed by specialists trained
and experienced to maximize reliability and performance.
2. Leverage a proven solution to gain the data protection
and compliance that is pivotal to safeguarding private
and corporate data—and company reputations.
3. Support bandwidth-intensive analytics processing
with unlimited scalability and near-instant spin up of
new resources with full oversight by seasoned pros.
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Drill Down on Orasi Hosting Service
 Microsoft Azure for IaaS, now with Azure Security Center
 Data encrypted in transport (and optionally, at rest).
 Analyzes cloud data, including running Azure services,

network traffic samples across Microsoft’s cloud,
and configuration and security event and audit logs.

 Detects lateral threat movements and outgoing attacks.

 License Ownership
 Customer maintains ownership of licenses and can move

them back on premise when or if needed.

 Unified, Comprehensive Support

Among business executives, 43% are committed
to cloud adoption for business/data analytics
over the next three years.
— IDG 2016 Cloud Computing Executive Summary
Business executives report that 51% don’t have the
number of individuals or skill levels for data analytics
activities (of all types) within the organization.
— Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited Report

 Provides a single point of contact for any quality control or

service-related concerns.

Orasi Analytics Support: Hosting Is the Foundation, but Its Only the Beginning
Orasi's expert consultants help develop the foundation for
success with data analytics and then implement/optimize
platforms for efficient execution, equip teams with the skills
to use tools effectively, and even develop custom solutions.
Data Analytics Quick Start Program
Fast track data analytics with Orasi Quick Start. In five days,
Orasi experts coach teams to identify a use case for an inhouse business intelligence challenge and lead an intensive
session to develop real-world analytical solutions.
Tableau Consulting
Orasi's analytics experts arm teams with the tools and
automation to accelerate the cycle of insight, from
introductory classroom training to assistance designing
efficient workbooks and custom visualizations.

Alteryx Consulting
Orasi’s data and software architects empower team members
with the skills and tools that promote goal attainment in data
analytics, from automating labor intensive ETL processes to
hands-on workshop sessions where teams learn how to
identify specific use cases and develop mature workflows.
Custom Application Development
Orasi’s data and software architects design, code, deploy,
and manage the custom solutions that help firms reap
maximum ROI from their analytics investments. From
custom dashboards to mobile apps and other user and
device-friendly tools, custom solutions help users consume
data more readily, leading to user excitement and adoption.
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